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 ALL ABOUT THE BA«V
in the offspring and exhibit themselves in numerous ways as the
years go by? There are so many of these chanicieustirs and
such an endless number of dumu ter combinations, that no two
persons were ever exactly alike, the closest c,\ -\u exception
being in the case of identical twins	when that which would
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have been one individual divided to make two, uni* such twin
being in a way a half of the
other one.1 Is there any sci-
ence or system to all this?
*'*«, t
DiAtiUAM UK & TVI'lt'At.
Every individual has had
his beginning in two cells,
which, uniting, made one
cell—a female, or egg, cell
called an ovum, and a mah\
or sperm, cell called a spw-
matosoiin. These are the
reproductive cells, and are
known as germ cells* Amal-
gamated, they form the cell
that is the beginning of a
new individual The unit of
all plant and animal life is
the cell. Plant and animal
tissue is made up of cells,
just as every brick house is made up of bricks or every piece of
cloth is made up of strands of thread, In the finished product,
there are cells innumerable, but the beginning of all wuh in the
one cell made up of the two—ovum ami pollen (in flu* plant),
or ovum and spcrmaUwoUn (in the animal).
Let us consider u cell for a moment (set* Fig, I)—so tiny
that it cannot be seen with the naked eye, and yet such possi-
bilities of life bound up within it, Cells may he and are of
many different shapes, but the simplest form is round. A limit-
ing msmlbrane called the cell membrane surrounds it. The body
of the cell is made up of a jellylike substance called p?Qt&»
plasm, sometimes spoken of as the cell plasm* In the cen*
1 Recently a case study of Identical twins w*t reported, Ji> only one of
whom high blood pressure and heart disease was preaeM.~~4rdWm
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